Enlightenment

Revolutionary Ideas in the West

Reformation

Enlightenment

Renaissance

The Individual

Scientific Revolution

What is Reason?

Reason

Nature

"What was natural was good and reasonable"

"Natural laws are the basis of government"

Rationalism (truth can be arrived through reason and logic)

"Scientific attitude"

"The scientific method of asking questions and experimentation"

New ideas, new science, new economy

Progress

"Society can be perfected"

Happiness

"Not satisfied by nature's laws"

Freedom

"Nations who lived by nature's laws"
A different approach to the Enlightenment

Example of an Enlightened Individual

Major Work

Where From?

Individual

Jeremiah

Where To Work?

Individual

John Locke

Government (1690)

Two Treatises on

Rights

England

Ideas

4. Once people enter into (social contract) they could not peel

Absolutely rules necessary to maintain order (state's)

Chose a ruler

To escape this condition (governor) man gave up some freedom at

A Able which what is no agreement in chiefs / monarch

1651

Thomas Hobbes

England